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'White House must take responsibility'

official hits bloated spy bureaucracy

Ex-CI- A
by

JlmKleft

.

far the largest part of U.S. Intel-

,

ligence operations Is under the
Department of Defense.
Only
fifteen per cent of American
Intelligence work Is done by the
CIA.
Ford also asserted that the
public should understand that the
CIA is only the "chosen Instrument" of high government officials who make the decisions;

large part

A

Intelligence

nnecessary

of U.S.
operations Is uand

possibly

dangerous, according to former
CIA official Dr. Harold Ford,
who spoke on the role of the
CIA In America at Wednesday's
convocation. A vast Intelligence
bureaucracy has been built up
which should be brought under
better control and should be at
least partially dismantled.
"The CIA should not continue
to conduct covert activities
abroad; I mink they are
Ford stated emphatically. And he stated that the

The Department of Physical
Education will offer competency testing in Beginning and Intermediate Badminton, Beginning Bowling,
Life saving. Beginning and
Intermediate Swimming, and
Water Safety.
Sophomores,
CIA should not continue any domestic activities which might Juniors, and Seniors on the
old" academic pattern may
tend to threaten or bypass civil
apply for competency testing
liberties or the law.
However, Ford emphasized
in the departmental office
that the CIA In Itself Is only a through Wednesday, January
relatively smell part of the total 29th.
UA Intelligence network. By
self-defeatin- g",

It is not the
self.

It-

decision-mak- er
"

To keep the Intelligence
bureaucracies under control and
to improve their performance of
their legitimate functions, Ford
proposes that the White House
should take greater responsibility for the agencies work,
and that the organization of the

two -- de cades-ol- d

Intelligence
network needs to be generally

revamped. When mere are problems with the intelligence operations, "a given President and
Secretary of State have to be
held more to blame."
Also,
Congress must take greater responsibility
for supervising
Intelligence work. Although Congress so far "has .not been
effective" in this area, Ford
sees encouraging signs that its
performance will Improve.
And the public Itself must also
take responsibility for
understanding

and

controlling

Miami, Ohio State capture
honors in W
tourney
by Sue Ftatte

final round Ohio State won with a
unanimous decision.
Varsity finalists were Miami
Miami won and
and Capital.
received the Charles F. Wlshart
Memorial Traveling Trophy. .
The winner of the Howard F.
were Northwestern, Eastern Lowry Memorial Trophy was Bob
Illinois, and Central Michigan. Corn of Eastern Illinois, He was
There were two divisions in also the top speaker in the Varsity
the tournament: Novice and Var- division. Ross Madak of Capital
sity. Novice finalists were Ohio won top speaker In the Novice
State and Wayne State. In the division.
weekend.
Ohio teams represented included Ohio State, Marietta,
Capital, and Bowling Green.
Miami
and the University of
Akron were also featured. Some
of the top state schools seen

. The third Charles F. Wlshart
Memorial Debate Tournament
was
held ' last weekend on
Wooster's campus, Miami
Ohio won the event. Forty colleges were represented in this
annual event. Wooster, however,
was not, because a college does
not enter Its own tournament.
They will go to the Miami University Tournament in Oxford this

h

t
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Its government.
delegate our rekeep government
Washington Post
or the New York Times", Ford
stated. "Each citizen must pay
attention and help monitor the

the actions of
"We must not
sponsibility to
honest to the

government.''
Ford pointed out that there is
a proper role for U.S. foreign
Intelligence.
" Foreign intelligence should provide top policy

makers with as accurate and
undistorted an Image of reality
of the world situation as possible." Ford claimed that the
majority of CIA work was "analy-

Li

U. S.

bly.

Photo by Wilkeraon

intelligence.

Fool visits campus
for weekend shows
A case could possibly be made
that some of the people who visit
the College of Wooster (not to
mention Just a few, conceivably,
of those who live here) are fools.
This weekend, however, the College will greet the first visitor
who ever admitted it out In front.
The only true wise men are
those who realize what fools they
truly are; this is the philosophy
of former Jesuit priest Ken Felt,
and he expresses It by wearing
the motley garb of an old-tiprofessional fool and performing
as a full-tifreelance clown
-

me

artist.

For three days beginning January 24, Felt win visit the COW
campus and share his foolish wisdom.

The foolishness

begins

Friday at 6 p.m. with "Teaser",
a free sampling of Felt's skills
at clowning, miming, folktales,
music, sound poetry and puppetry, In Lowry Center Lounge.
Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday- at 9 p.m., Felt will hold
workshops
In
participatory
mime, ritual puppetry and
poetry for students and townsY
people, In Lowry 119. Registration in the workshop Is limto 25 per. session; reser
ited
vations are available .through
Trophies in the Charles short Memorial Debate Tournament, including the Howard Lowry
Photo byMyer: Lowry desk.
;
Memorial Trophy (c enter ), awarded to Miami University.

r.

L

situation.

and mime

"rL

i

Former CIA official Harold
Ford (no relation to Gerald)
speaks on the proper role of

com-menda-

me

pf

k

the meaning
of Information gatheredand that
this work is performed
,Ford himself worked
In this area for over twenty
years. He proposed that analytical work should be transferred
out of the CIA Into a smaller and
more useful agency.
operations are
Intelligence
needed to Insure that treaties
and arms control agreements
met by other
being
are
pointed out; only
Ford
countries.
such intelligence made such
agreements feasible In the first
place. And intelligence is needed
to alert policy makers to expected changes , in the world
tical"--analyzing

.

..,.....

Saturday at 1:30 Felt will hold

a matinee

performance "for

Children of All Ages", In Lowry
Ballroom, admission 23?. Sunday at 10:30 a.m. he will visit a
combined worship service of
Westminster Church and St.
James Episcopal Church in
Mc-Ga- w.

After undergoing an orthodox
Catholic education, being ordained a Jesuit priest and working in the inner city of St. Louis
and in the Catholic resistance
movement of the late '60s and
early '70s, Felt became fascinated with the relationship
between rules and order and the
free, chaotic, unruly vitality of
fooldom. He developed a fear
that the Catholic resistance
movement suffered from a lack
of honor and vitality, and ultimately heard a call to become a
full-tifool, "a lord of disorder, helping to create new
order on the edges of society".
To learn the fine arts of foolery. Felt in 1970 attended the
Rlngling
Barnum
Brothers,
and Bailey Circus clown school
in Venice, Fla. He now works
as a free-lan- ce
clown and mime
artist, performing throughout the
.

me

The Higher Criticism
'

Sir Charles performs best in f Gold Rush9
by Niall Slater
Sometime soon an aged
but still dapper figure will
kneel before Queen Elizabeth n to receive after al-

most fifty years the
recognition of Her Majesty's government for his

peerless

accomplish-

ments. Charlie Chaplin,
soon to be Sir Charles, is
the last surviving giant of
silent film comeay. in- deed. for many people

r

Charlie Chaplin IS silent
film comedy..
I hope a number of people
were able to see THE GOLD
RUSH last night. That film
Is arguably the best of the

series of Chaplin films with
the character of the Little
Tramp. All the Chaplin
talents and bits are on display here In fine examples.

The one Chaplin bit that
everyone knows comes
from this show. Charlie,
desparate
to
reduced

hunger while snowed In,
cooks and eats bis shoe.
In his fastidious manner
of eating, coiling the laces
on his fork like spaghetti,
scraping clean the nails
like chicken bones, we have
the essence of the Little
Tramp: grace under hardship, unlimited endurance
and adaptability.
In one of the fantasy sequences, be shows his
superb powers of visual
invention. Moving in to a

he realizes tnat we
girls have stood him up.
The poignancy of his rejection is stagy, yes, al9a

mining? town in the Yukon.

he falls in lcve with the
dance hall girl, Georgia.
He invites her and some of
the other girls to dinner on
New Years' Eve. , While
waiting for them he dreams
of being the life of the party.
The comedy and also the
grace of a little dance he
then performs using two
forks stuck into dinner
rolls as legs and feet are
a marvel to behold. The
happy dream fades, though.

ever-prese- nt

ly,

Fear of fear of flying
By Chuc

"Life has no plot"
Erica Jong
FEAR OF FLYING

sources or freedoms avail
able and one's lifestyle
either becomes a mishmash of new and old, or is
riveted with gaps. As Erica
Jong revealed in her latest
novel, for the avant-ga- rd
and struggling: LIFE HAS
Indeed, the
NO PLOT.
mish-ma- sh
and the gaps
begin to have meaning only
when held up against the
but more nearly
ailing
opaque dominant culture.
Since straight white male
historians have buried
many of the essential

It Is a harsh juxtaposition but if society is sick
one must be judged sick
by society to be considered
healthy by self. Such is the
realization of any oppress- -,
ed member of the American
way, and such is the center
of confusion over which way
is the right way. jilljohns-to- n
would probably contend:
any waysthere-aremantruisms of Gay, Third"
histways.and proceed without World and women's
punctuation to a rapid disories, the gaps and mishmash are to be found even at
course on her latest overthe foundations of alter- seas love affair.
But jill Johnston writes ' native cultures. Life (even
for the VILLAGE VOICE over generations of time)
and I write for the Wooster has no plot. Until you learn
VOICE and the comparison, that a black invented the
if not contrast, is nil. Still, process of blood transfusjill might agree mat it is ions you assume that someanything but easy to live in one white did It, and when
you learn that the same
opposition to established
patterns, and that Is what black died because he was
minority peoples have had refused a blood transfusion
to attempt ever since they
at a white hospital you
decided they weren't going begin to understand what
to integrate into a bigoted the theft of another people's
history can be.
culture.
What too oftenhappensin
In a way what it can lead
alternative cultures is that to is a sort or -- i'tAKUf
mere are not enough re- - FLYING" for each mlnor- y

ity - which translated
means: Fear of taking control of one's life. For the
majority it is a fear of
that fear. Because after
someone Is afraid to run
their life, they get very

reckless with it, unless
someone else steps in and
runs it for them. .Such is
a heavy fascist trip. Such

is the case in contemporary

American bigotry.
Minorities are constantly trying to overcome fear
of themselves (I.e. tbV'Gay
Is Good", "Black is Beauthe
tiful" themes) whileways
oppressor refines his
of feeding that fear. One
way Is to make minorities
fear each other. If you can
get poor whites to battle
blacks in Boston, you can
keep both groups from joining together to get you.
The solution to a lot of
this
is coalitions of oppressed people.

T
,
radical group of Puerto
Rlcans known as the Young
Lord is another. .
I once wrote a poem
called "Coalition Rhymes
with Revolution" and I still
believe-I- n
that poem. Once
everyone has control of
m

a

.

their
one

own

history, and

no

is afraid or unable to

fly anywhere, then perhaps
life will have meaning (or,
a plot, if you will).
If so, the novel that we
will all be living "come
the revolution" will never
again have a single contribution. In such a way

,

jill Johnston is correct as

well. In such a way we
all are.
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Herrick, not streak

in-figh- ting

Huey Newton's praise for
the activities of the Gay
Liberation Front in New
York is one example of one
oppressed group helping
build morale in another.
The contributions of feminist Gloria Steinem to the

--

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response
to the recent article by

Nicos Em. Chakkas,

"Shocking Ritual Bared."
I would like to point out
certain facts that Nicos
was unaware of when he
submitted his news article:
First. What Nicos saw
was not streakers streaking. Streakers axe what
we saw last year around
.

Low 17

most melodramatic In conception, but played with
delicacy it remains eminently human.
The character of the Little Tramp is one of great
dignity, no matter how the
world may buffet him or
laugh at him. When he
first gets a chance to dance
with Georgia he begins to
lose bis pants but, holding
them up with the hook of
cane, he
his
dances on with aplomb.Un-fortunatehe gets the idea
to hold them up with a
piece of rope tied around"
his waist which turns out
to be a dog's leash; chaos
ensues, but Charlie, not a
bit fazed, eventually cuts
himself free.
The endlnir to be sure is
a stock happy ending. Made
a millionaire by his gold
strike Charlie sails home
from Alaska on the same
boat with Georgia, who is
taking steerage passage.
Dressed up in his miner's
clothes for newspaper pictures, he wanders away.
Georgia spots him and,
thinking he is poor and a
stowaway, tries to protect
him from the ships officers
who come looking for him.
For that selfless act of

this time

spontaneou s

nude dashes about the campus. What Nicos was try-

ing to report was the annual
Herrick Classic that First
Section puts on every year
except "streaking years".
Herricks must be run with
a jock strap, while streaking must be done without.
Second, Nicos thought he
saw this event happen on
the 11th of January. Poor
Nicos, he must of had a
rough night. The Herrick
Classic was performed on
the 13th of January, which
Ntcos-though- t
was a Monday.
Sunon
saw
it
he

day the 11th. Please inform
Nicos that mere was never
a Sunday the 11th.

Third. Someone must of
told Nicos mat this was
an "Intramural Streaking

Poor Nicos,
Contest."
some ' unreliable source
took advantage of him. In
essence it was the mem-

bers of First Section (playful as we are) having a good
time. This had nothing to
do with intramurals, or
streaking for that matter.
Fourth.

It was not 15

degrees. Nicos will have to
give us more credit than
that. Let it be known that
it was only 10 degrees,
(and that's not centigrade
Nicos).

The men of First Section
would appreciate it If you
would (as' we said in the

DAILY RECORD)

"abort

misconceptions".
these
And please take care of
Nicos he sounds like he's
been through a lot. Give
him a cup of coffee and
tell him to take it easy.
Thank you,
Neil Marko,
Secretary Beta Kaooa Phi
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'Time of Your Life9 a delightful show
.

by John Hamlin
This weekend, William
Saroyan's classic comedy
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
in Scott
is being presented
Auditorium.- - Directed by
the speech faculty1 s newest
member, Gary Smith, it is
the last show the Little
Theatre will produce in
Scott. An appropriate show

intrigues him at the time.
His sidekick "big baby"
Tom, is in love with the
attractive whore Kitty. Joe
helps them, as the characters in the bar help each
other through the disillusionment and misery,
caused by everyday living.
The characters in the
play, thirty in all, are made
interesting for us. Each
has his own importance and
uniqueness.
The longshoreman and the aspiring
comic-ta- p
dancer, the society couple, and the singing
newsboy all have their own
charm and exhuberance.
They are all basically good
people who are, in varying
degrees, lost and confused
in sC harsh world. They

saloon never has the gusto,
never has enough people in
it, to be the supposedly
popular waterfront hangout we are told it is. Even
the brutality at the end of
the play lacks even the
hint of .realism.
But in spite of this lack
of realism, perhaps because of it, Saroyan manages to be
a hard thing for any
playwright. Saroyan faces
the problems, the violence,
the hate, and manages to
keep us laughing at the
same time Krupp the cop
is telling us there's "no
hope". The play gives us
hope because of its humor
and exhuberance, as well
as
its nostalgia and
cannot change or be anyromance in the face of the
thing else: they are what tragedy and honor of the
they are, through all the world. pain and anguish of 'the
The only thing vaguely
modern world.
resembling a plot is the
Saroyan seems to be saylove affair between Tom
ing that, of course, the and Kitty. Yet, these are
world is a brutal and disthe most wooden and least
gusting place, but people original characters in the
are here and people are play. Saroyan gave them
unique and can love. There- - ' a plot, but neglected to give
fore, there is nothing left them the dimension, the
to do but get happy. The lines or the plausability of
world can't be different, so Joe or Mary L. It is a
you might just as well recredit to Jenny Multer
joice in what little love you (Kitty) and Vernon Pattercan grab.
son CTom) that they are
This romantic, or at the able to give these
charleast, semi romantic outacters much ' of the life
look on life Is reinforced Saroyan didn't.
by the sometimes dreamOne of the finest perlike quality of the play. formances of the evening
er
The scene between Mary is given by Cleve
L. and Joe, however, beauas Joe.
His
tiful and vital, is anything speeches are lengthy inCome to deed, but he carries them
but realistic.
think of it, mere is a disoff with excellence. He
tinct lack of realism gives the part of Joe the
throughout the play. Nick's mystery, the sensitivity the
delight that it so deserves.
The entire cast was good.
As the drunk, James Rea
is superb and, of course,ey
always tasteful. Brian Ris-l-

for Wooster audiences, it

is,

oddly enough, most

of

a bizarre group
delightful . characters.

en-

tertaining.
Nick's Pacific Street
Saloon in San Francisco,
late in the 1930 s, provides
the setting for a
day-in-the-lif- e-of

Pinball, drunks, whores,
cops, highbrows, tap dancing and a bedroom scene
are a few of the more provocative aspects of Saroyan 8 Pulitzer
comedy.

The

Prize

revolves
around Joe, who seems to
be searching for a way to
lead a truly good life, a
life that will not hurt the
people around him. He
doesn't work and yet keeps
pulling money out of his
pockets to spend on whataction

'Gold

Rush'
continued from page 2

new-fou-

nd

wealth, and lives happily
ever after with Georgia.
It is laden with pathos,
even bathos, but need we
be ashamed of the honest
emotions it calls form?
They are a tribute to the

State Farm
offers grants
for 10 students.

artists skills, even though

the solution is unrealistic.
Chaplin' s later films took
a more satiric turn. MODERN TIMES bites at the
new industrial ages, THE
GREAT DICTATOR at the

totalitarian movements
that grew to dominate Europe. One of his last films,
A

KING

x

is dynamic

and hyster- -

Photo by Haupt.
Cleve Ricksecker as Joe drinks and dreams of far-o- ff
places.
. leal as boastful Kit Carson.
praise for his masterful
Kathy Williams as MaryL.
planning .and execution of
is subtly tender and gives this difficult show.
.
an excellent performance
TIME OF YOUR LIFE

in a difficult scene. Irwin
Reese as Nick is wonderfully
Dave
amiable.
Schleve, John Rice, Joe
Jefferson
the singing
newsboy Ben Am, JonFan-che- r,
Leslie Saunders,

Greg Long, Robert
Barb Belmonte,
Diane Pontius, Debbie Sau-d- er,
David Young and well,
just everyone Is well-ca- st,
entertaining and gives a

Mc-Cle- aiy

pleasing performance.
George White's set is
appropriate and adds much
to the show. Director Gary
Smith
great
deserves

is

a festive show. More
than entertaining, it is
worthy of your time and
your delight.

theatre

Upcoming

event 8:
It is rare indeed that the
speech faculty performs
for the campus at large.
On February 26, they will
give a readers' theatre
production for convocation.
The segments they perform
will most likely be comic,
and you can bet the acting
will be exceptional. This
could seriously be the highlight of the season.
.

Ten Exceptional Student Fellowship awards of $1500 are being
offered by the State Farm
Companies
Foundation, to be
awarded to college juniors or
seniors majoring In business or
business-relatfields and
"demonstrating strong leader-

IN NEW YORK,

is a response

,

tic

Rlck-seck-

nerosity he forgives all,

his

i

.

ever whim or good deed

reveals

semi-roman-

1

to his own

forced absence from this
country for his refusal to
answer questions from the
HOUSE UNAMERICANAC-- T ship abilities."
The fellowships may be used
IV IT IE S COMMITTEE.
the completion of undergradfor
just
This last film has
uate
work or for graduate study.
recently been released in Eligibility
Is not based on financthis country. I've not seen ial need: students
on a
it yet. If anyone has, I grant or scholarshipalready
eligremain
would greatly appreciate ible.
hearing about it.
An independent
will
If you missed THE GOLD choose winners ofcommittee
the ten fellowRUSH last night, watch for ships, considering elements of
it again. Chaplin has called "leadership, character, career
it his best film, and many Interest and desire, andscholar-- "
of us agree.
Irrepresship. Candidates who plan to
sible, sometimes bloody work primarily, in the United
but always unbowed, the States win be given preference.
ed
Little Tramp is the
Applications and farther despirit in all of us tails on the awards are available
who win not ever admit from Ken Grngel in the Dean of
defeat.
Students Office.
ed

,

( 4

-

7

;

V

o
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light-heart-

A Joy

Photo by Haupt
la the life of Nick's Solo...
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UFW Teamsters dispute ex plained
--

growers and die farm workers.
The dispute has become complicated and polemical and It has
sues concerning farm workers In become difficult to discern the
Southern California, The rights facts. During the middle and
of secret ballots, organization late sixties, the UFW ran mostly
and general fair labor practice
are the stakes, and the parties
involved In this dispute are the
Teamsters Union, the AFL-CI- O
United Farm Workers Union, the successful campaigns to organize
farm labor and secure contracts
with various California growers.
However, In 1973 the Teamsters shifted their Interest
situtowards the grower-lab- or
ation and let It be known that
WORLD-WID- E
they were willing to contract with
The Teamsters
the growers.
began entering Into
TRAVEL
"sweetheart contracts."
"Sweetheart contracts" are
contracts between the
secret
SERVICE
growers and the Teamsters which
are signed without the advice or
consent of the workers. Once
TAKES YOU
the contract Is signed (he workers are Informed of their new
status as Teamster members who
must pay the $8 a month dues and
respect the agreements In the
contracts.
Cesar Chavez, president of
the
UFW, claims the basic Issue
264-S8PHONE
Is the worker's right to decide
by John Sharp
American social and economic
Justice are the fundamental Is-

Perspective

so-cal- led

-

99

freely which union he wishes to
for, If any.
Chavez's current emphasis Is
towards the right of secret voting.
While he Is confident that most
workers would prefer to be UFW
members, he advises them to
work under Teamster contracts
rather .man not work at all.
Reportedly the Teamsters fear
the influence that Chavez and the
UFW have' over the workers.
According to the December-Janua- ry
Issue of RAMPARTS
magazine, the Teamsters were
able to take over Gallo contracts,
as well as others, In the summer
of 1973 "through an organized
campaign. of terror that began
with the unleashing of goon squads
on priests and pickets In the
Coachella Valley (that) ended with
the shooting death of UFW
member Juan de la Cruz."
Workers' dissatisfaction with
the Teamsters stems from many
Instances of neglect of workers
needs and expectations. Copies
of actual contracts between the
Teamsters and the growers are
hard to uncover, but generally
they are not as comprehensive
as UFW contracts, according to
Father Marquard of St. Mary's
Roman Catholic Church
work

JACKET SALE
Heavy F? ce JUr
Were $17.47
Now... $17.47

y

Flannel Lined
Were 18.95

Generally, he said, me Team-

sters offer the workers a better
pay scale, but they are able to

do this by not making specific
demands of me growers as the
UFW does.
For example, a

contract regarding
Teamster
health usually requires only mat
"Companies should take reasonable steps towards health and
safety." However, UFW contracts are more explicit, outlining the controlled uses of
pesticides in the " fields, cool
drinking water and proper rest-roo- m
faculties, for example.
According to the current Issue
of 'RAMPARTS, the UFW also
offers the farm workers better
health Insurance coverage. In
order for a Teamster member to
qualify for health Insurance, he
must have worked at least 80
hours In the previous month. At
the peak growing season when
workers work eight hours a day,
six days a week, this 80 hours
Is minimal. But during the off
seasons there is little or no work
and the southern American farm
laborer Is without complete
health insurance.
UFW members, on the other
hand, are allowed to accumulate
250 hours of work time and then
their benefits are assured for
the nine months following.
The UFW grew out of the
midst of the struggle between
farm labor and farm management. Chavez's dissatisfaction
with farm labor conditions
prompted him to organize workers' In an effort to Improve their
way of life.
The Teamsters within the last
few years have also entered Into
these labor relations struggles.
What are their reasons for be--

coming Involved?
In farm labor mere are many
different jobs from the field
worker to the truck driver. The

higher paid positions begin at

the field level where the sorting
and stacking of produce takes
place, at locations central to the

various fields. These central
locations In the field are distinct
from the general stoop labor of
the- migrant workers.
From these central locations
the produce is picked upland
taken to canneries and packaging
bouses where it is prepared for
shipment and men truck drivers
deliver tt across the nation.
The Teamsters Union has long
held these positions with their
members, when the field laborer
strikes or interrupts the normal
picking process, especially at
peak harvest months, they affect
the work of the canneries and
deliveries. Thus these workers
lose money as a result. Therefore, the Teamsters have a
special Interest In protecting the
Job security of their members In
these canning and driving positions.
The Teamsters Union collects
$8 a month dues from field
workers and this gives them a
little over $1 million a year.
However, they are presently
spending about $200,000 a month
to organize the farm workers,
according to RAM PARTS. Father
Marquard believes the Teamster's motive is merely In providing security for their older
members by organizing the field
workers, but that they are not
Interested in bettering the field
workers status.
Many organizations have become Involved with the problems
In California, Arlzonia and elsewhere. These Include the Farm
'
Bureau. - the Methodist and Catholic Churches and Human Rights
parties across the nation.
The present boycott is against
Iceberg lettuce and many wines,
notably Gallo wines and any wine
mat says Modesto, California on

the label.

Now... $13.17
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Walnut

Better ways to 'get high9 offered

ci-

-

264-81- 38,

Sponsored by the LCB Speakers
Topics Committee.
Woostwr opons
College
The
of Woo star
opened its door on September 8,
faculty of five and a
1870, with
student
body
of thirty men and
four woman.
-

jBBaS

!

7

Pots...Fertillzar
...Aquarium Supplies...
Potting Soll...Mlxad Nuts

MAKE THE

RIGHT
MOVE

A CATALOG OF IDEAS AND
by
INFORMATION
published

...and open up a
5J4 passbook

I

Doubleday and he has also founded
a new, mass-med- ia
monthly mag-

azine, entitled CONSCIOUSNESS.

savings account

3

The program will run here
College on Tuesday,
at the
January 28, 8 p.m. In Mateer.

Entertaining
Zeitgeist
at
Saturday night will be
Don Frederico, Bruce Long- worth and Jim Wheeler. The
coffee-hous- e
opens at 9 p.m.
and
is located in the base
ment of the Church House.

STAK-STORE14s- -

,

Edward Rosenfeld was one of
the prime movers for the legalization of psychedelic drugs for
religious uses In the early 1960's.
He then founded The Natural
Church, an institution that sought
to promote religious and educational understanding of altered
and
states of consciousness
psychedelic drug use. Rosenfeld
Is foe editor of REAL TIME:

this

GULL)

?S(-5-ft)C-

more deeply, and get more out
of life. Edward Rosenfeld and
his- lecturedemonstration " Getting High,' promises to show you
how. Also included Is a seminar
. to teach the participants many of
the consciousness altering methods reviewed in his book.

Reason-abl- e.

-:'

consciousness and cites examples from primitive cultures
and the world's great mystical
then
Rosenfeld
disciplines.
demonstrates several techniques
and methods for altering consciousness. These Include leading the audience In breathing
exercises, chants, body move. variety of natural means, ancient
and modern, of expanding the ments and other more exotic
methods, such as the Zen Morning
consciousness.
Rosenfeld's presentation Is Laugh, manual phosphene stimusponsored by the LCB Speakers lation, Madras, and many, many
more.
Topics Committee.
Taken from his latest book,
Rosenfeld then employs audio
"The Book of Highs: 250 Methods
media to present images,
visual
forAlteiing your Consciousness
tapes, recorded songs
repetition
published
by
Without Drugs.",
and
wolves, Tibetan and
whales
of
The New York Times, RosenChanting,
etc. By combinZea
feld's presentation will Include
with sildes of
sounds
ing
these
participation
audience
lecture,
op
and. fantastic
art
man
da
Is,
stimulation. In
aad moltl-med- la
sensory
boinvar
a
realism,
the
stresses
his lecture he
environ
entsensory
overload
rri
orlcal Importance of altering
ment can be created saustng the
audience to experience a mild,
THE but delightful altered state of
FOR
DEADLINE
SPRING URBAN QUARTER consciousness.
Daring
his presentation,
IS FRIDAY, FEB. 14TH
Rosenfeld hopes to demonstrate
Placements are available in mat "Getting High" can be a
in the following cities: Bir- constructive and gratifying ex
mingham, Philadelphia, Port- perience, requiring no drugs or
land, St. Louis and San any kind. To get high means to
See Mr. Day, raise your state of consciousDiego
Urban Quarter ness so mat you see, hear and
of
Director
think more clearly, feel things
for applications. Ext. 447
If Mr. Edward Rosenfeld lives
op to' bis. billing, the campus
will be "Getting High" InMateer
Hall Tuesday, January 28, at
8 p. m. The elevation will not,
be accomplished by
however,
means. Rosenfeld
chemical
promises to demonstrate a

Desk.

Executive-siz- e

Excellent Condition.

First

IT PAYS
ON A DAILY

Federal?!
I

r

RATE

Savings

Ixany

WE STOCK MARANTZ'S COMPLETE LOVE

Stereo and quad, amps, and receivers
Stereo tuners, and speakers
!

0yU NEVER

HEA

END OF
Superscope SMS-- 1 01 6 Component
Compact Stereo Quadraphase Music System
lllomin.l.d Mag.nta Blackout Dial, Signal
Strength' Mater, and Function Indicators for AM,
Pushswitchss lor Powar,
FM, and FM STEREO
a,
Saparata
Monitor, and Qtiadraphasa
Tap
Horizontal
Bass and Trabla Controls
Haadphona
Straight-Lin- a
Starao
Balanca Control
Input Sslactor
Jack
Hingod, R.movsbl. Oust
Spsakar Salact Switch
Covar
Vol-um-

Ftvo-Poaiti-

Two-Positi-

on

on

TC-45-

REVERSE
STEREO
TAPE DECK

UaMn to us.

$169.95
(249.95 LIST)

BLANK RECORDING TAPE
UHFF

REEL
10-- 12

47
62
92
7
7

.99

Min
Min

1.18

Min
Inch
Inch
Inch

2.84
3.99
5.19
11.96

8

AUTOMATIC
SUPERSCOPE.

with
Holo

CASSETTE

I

1.59
1.69

3.79
4.99
6.49
14.95

List

"
"
"

"

"

14

fmrrif

t Forrilo

Haadf

Bl-Lm- frl

DECKS IN STOCK

REEL-TO-REE- L

5 CASSETTE DECKS IN STOCK
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION UNIT

PAUL J. :KOONS':& Associates

1--

221 S. Market

-

Woo.fr
262-03-72

12

Street

blocks south of the square
OPEN 9:30 - 5 30 DAILY
FRIDAY TILL 9 PM
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Move back over .500

Fighting Scot cagers win two squeakers,
defeating Walsh and Oberlin; Saladin rips nets
by Dave Koppenhaver
The Wooster Scot roundballers
knocked off Walsh and Oberlin
this past week, to run their
victory string to 3 and move
above the .500 mark for the
first time this month.
Last Saturday the Scots
downed Walsh 6257 In Walsh's
matchbox-size- d
gymnasium. It
was an excellent team effort
which overcame a much quicker,
but smaller, Walsh team.
Sundance Saladin again led the
team In scoring with 19 points
to his credit. He was backed
up with a
effort from
Gene Schlndewolf and 10 from
17-po- lnt

FOR DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
VISIT THE

IFT

CORNER

AT THE WOOSTER INN

John Dorko.
Wooster's front
line, utilizing Its height advantage, really hit the boards. Dorko
led the way with 10 rebounds,

could not take advantage of the
Scot errors, however, managing
to hit only 40 from the field.

while Schlndewolf and Meehan
pulled down 9 miscues apiece,
and Edwards, 7.
Walsh got most of Its production from Dungeon, who hit for
16 points and pulled down 14

Oberlin opened a quick 12- -2
lead before Wooster realized It
was In a ball game. But the
Scots men did the Impossible,
or at least Improbable, and came
from behind to win. They did It

rebounds.

The Scots could hit only 40
from the field for the game, but
Walsh was even worse, at 33.

Tuesday evening the Scots
nipped Oberlin, at Oberlin, to
up their conference record to
3,
and their overall record to
2--

8--

7.

Jones's

16

only 2 games off die pace, at
3,
Is bringing up the rear of

points.

An amazing statistic which
countered the Scots' 20 turnovers was Wooster's outrebound-ta- g
Oberlin 7.
Oberlin was
averaging over SO rebounds per

2--

28-1-

oatlng prior to the contest.

the contenders.
Through Saturday's games' Mt.
Union leads the conference In
scoring this season, with a 76.7
per game average. Mount's
sophomore
sensation, Zettle
Sims, Is the Individual leader,
averaging 23.5 ppg. Ohio Northern leads In defense, allowing
but 5L2 ppg. Muskingum leads
the way In field goal and free
throw percentage with .517 and
.786 respectively. Oberlin leads
In rebounding with a 53.2 per
game average.

The big story in the Ohio Conference this year Is the balance
from top to bottom. Never bewith phenomenal shooting, swishing the cords for 59 from the fore In OAC history have so
field and 86 from the line. many teams had such a good
chance to win It all. Of the 14
12 are in the thick of
teams
Sundance Saladin went wild,
things.
ripping the nets from anywhere
and everywhere, for 19 points
Heidelberg Is currently leadon 8 of 9 field goal attempts ing
Tomorrow evening the Scots
the pack with a 4--1 record,
and 3 of 4 free throws. Mo
play host to the Denison Big
followed closely by Wittenberg
Edwards turned in a fine
Red at 7:30 pjn.
and Muskingum at 2. Wooster,
performance with 9 points
and 9 rebounds.
Oberlin was led by Friend's
OHIO CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STANDINGS
17 points and 6 rebounds. He
(through games January 18, 1975)
received support from teammate
ALL GAMES
CONFERENCE GAMES
--

--

.?

--

'

faced a
shorter, quicker team, and this
time they almost couldn't cope
with the quickness. Oberlin har
ried the Scots with a full-copress throughout the game, forcing 20 Scot turnovers. Oberlin
Again

the

.

Scots

urt

all-arou-

nd

4--

Won

for a perfect vacation
take

Heidelberg
Wittenberg
Marietta

Capital
Mount Union
Muskingum

'

Otterbein
Kenyon

OhioWesleyan
Ohio Northern
Denison

4
4

1

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

2

1

Wooster
Baldwin-Walla-

Lost

1
1

ce

Oberlin

0

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

Pet

Lost

Pet

10
8

4
5

10
11

2

.714
.615
.833
.786
.643
.643
.583

Won

.800
.800
.600
-.- '600
.600
.600
.600
.500
.500
.400
.250
.250
.250
.000

3.
5

9
9
7

5

5
6

8

3

8
7

8

4
7

7
7
3
7

11

4

.571

.273
.533
.636
.500
.214
.636

Grapplers open season with
3510 victory over Oberlin
talent. It is one of the few sports
In which the little man can excel,
and there Is always an opening for

BY John Delcos

MGM presents

tht

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION of 3001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
SCREENPLAY STANLEY KUBRICK AND ARTHUR C CLARKE
STARRING KEIR DULLEA GARY LOCKWOOD
MGM
SUPER PANAVISION AND METROCOLOR
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY STANLEY KUBRICK

Bd

Now Through

Tuesday
One Show-- 8 P.M.

MbM

WOOSTER

u
I? LilDertV
on
11 Hi.
264-834-

6

ALL WEEK IS $2,

except
Monday

is

$L5 Night!

There are countless sports In
this world, many are team sports,
but all are Individual. For in
every sport, it Is the performance
of the Individual mat determines
the outcome of the game. Every
sport matches the talents of one
against the talents of another In
direct competition. But, in many
Instances the talents are nullified
due to an obvious physical difference, or physical threat. In baseball one must contend having Don
Sutton throw a 90 mph fastball
at one's head, or Pete Rose's
slashing spikes. A wildly swinging hockey stick can turn a Bobby
Orr into a quivering bowl of Jello.
Plus, all the obvious ones that
football provides, Larry Csonka
going
with Clarence
Scott or Mack Herron against
Mike Reld. Or for mat matter, the
Cleveland Browns against anyone-on-o-

him.'.'

Wrestling is an individual sport
where pride is involved. Coach
Shipe wants, "no ballyhoo sports
coverage, just say who won. If
people want to they will come because It Is exciting and'for that
reason alone."
Wooster
of
The College
wrestling squad opened their
season at Oberlin on January 11,
and walked away with a rousing
35-- 10
victory.
118 Ken Frankel won by forfeit
126 Craig Teyssler won by forfeit
134 ChuckSnyder defeated Evans
15- -3

142
Bill Reese won by
1 50 Kevin Walton defeated
14--3

158 Dean

rtch

ne

Coach Ship

states, "that wrest-

ling doesn't have this
Wrestling pits talent against

Walker lost toFriedTalbot declslonedYoho

4--2

177

Karl Lohwater was white-

190

washed 0--2 by Saniak
BiHy Bovers also came up

empty, losing

mis-mat- ch.

-

-

4-- 13

167 Watte

body.

Wrestling Is different however.

forfeit
Griffo

0--6

Heavyweight Paul Sebron won by

forfeit.

--
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Fighting Scot keglers drop matches to
Akron and B-Ciriego has 593 series
W,

by Big Al
The Fighting Scot bowling team
vent down to defeat Saturday
without fighting too much. The
Scot keglers dropped three
straight games to the University
of Akron and two out of three
games
to Baldwin -- Wallace
College.
Fred Maqulre doubled and Tony
Clrleglo tripled to get Wooster
off to a fast start In the first
game against Akron U. The Scots
took a three mark lead in the
second frame and kept It through
the ninth. In the tenth they
gave away the game they had
earned over the previous nine
frames. One by one the Fighting
Scots fell like flies lilt by a spray
of RAID. Bill Kozane started the
spilt
recession by leaving a
--

3--

three pins. With his spare attempt

At halftime...'
by
Smeltz
Janet

entertainment for
men's basketball
be provided by
Robin Chambers
and square dance
class. The show Is a class project
Half-ti- me

tomorrow's
game will'
members of
1 p.m. folk'

16

2-4-

-5

Trailed

2624

people,

or two

complete "squares," will be Involved In the presentation. The
program Is designed "to allow
the college community to see
what the physical education department offers," explains Ms.
Chambers.

classic choke. Akron accepted the
2.
gift with pleasure,
The second game the Scots were
never really in the game. BUI
Kozane recorded a 221 game but
the team only managed 868 pins
compared to Akron's 955.
The third game was even
worse. By the fifth frame Akron
had an eleven mark lead and the
game should have been called at

Someone . asked me the
other day, having read my
column last week. If I didn't
like Vince Lombardl. I
told him mat I had the

He managed a spare and a strike.
That gave htm a 199 game and
a decent 583 series.
The afternoon wasn't much
better for the Scot bowlers. In
the first game against Baldwin-WallaFred Maqulre and Tony
Clrleglo rolled games of 206'
and 202 respectively,- However,
W
had games of 233, 204 and
224. The score wasn't even close,

Pins.''

ce

Tony Clrleglo finished with a
201 game for a fine 593 series.
Bill Kozane needed a strike and
a spare In the tenth frame for
his first ever Dutch 200 game.

-

B--

952-87-

Scotties open roundball season
with 64-4- 9 win over Capital
by Janet Smeltz

First game jitters certainly weren't apparent last Monday

when the Wooster women's
basketball team outplayed rival
9.
Capital University,
After
trailing 26-at the half, the
Scotties broke out in the second
half and scored 40 points.
64-4-

24

Depth, endurance and team- work were key factors for the
Scotties. Defense problems were
settled early In the first half,
and Coach Nan Nichols cited
Evelyn Campbell
and Brenda
Meese as leaders In the team's
fine defensive effort, Evelyn was
also high rebounder for the
Scotties, grabbing 12 off the
.

boards.

have come to believe it

916-86-

The last game was shameful.
Led by Mike Grady's 246 game
Baldwin-Wallawhalloped the
3.
Scots
Al Mllllkan's
183 was high game for the Scots.

pace."

The Scotties came Into the
Capital game with one scrimmage
behind them.
Last Friday the
Scotties defeated M alone College
0,
In a season warm-u- p designed to work out some bugs
before the first game.
All of Wooster's first four
games will be played on home
ground. Both Scottle teams take
to the floor on January 29 at
5:30 p.m., when the varsltyplays'
Central State and the J. V. tackles
"Don't let the score fool you-th- ls Kenyon. Homework for that game
was a tough game!" Insists Includes the acquisition of a new
Coach Nichols. "We played todefense to supplement the tried
gether as a team, both offensively and true 2- -3 defense the Scotties
and defensively. When Capital now employ.
made mistakes or hit a cold
As for any predictions? Coach
streak In shooting, we never Nichols only smiles and says
let up. Even with the new twenty "Every game In the schedule will
minute halves
rule, the game be a challenge!"

ce

Barr's

contribution
was 10
points. Throughout the game,
first-ye- ar
varsity women Welch,
Fischer, Barr and Shirley Barker
sparked the team with their
spirited and confident play.
Others who boosted Wooster's
total were Evelyn Campbell with
6 points and captain Sue Rohrer
with four points.

Somehow it seems to me
is
that Vince' s words were
is taken out of context, that

964-83-

The Scots ended up
on the
day and
for the year. Tomorrow the FlghtlngScot bowlers
will be rolling at Parmatowa
Lanes
hosted by Cuyahoga
Community
College.
Their
opponents will be Kent State
University In the morning and
the C.C.C. Chargers In the
1- -5

46-3-

6--

12

(TREASURE HOUSE HOBBIES
236 West Liberty

.

Crafta and
Hobblea
from A to Z

EUROPE
BOUND
IN 75?

no more man competition

wouldn't you rather come with us?

and that competition
worthless unless accom-

Vince really didn't entend
panied by winning.
that the youth of America
be brought up believing that
My first exposure to this there is nothing in life but
kind of attitude was a re- victory. The results of this
highest respect for the port on the CBS News prokind of attitude I think can
gram "60 Minutes." In a be seen all through the
achievements of Mr. Lom
about
bardl.- - What I don't like is segment
Junior sports world. It seems alwhat has been done to what football
the reporter most ludicrous that a high
showed how ten year' old
he said and did.
basketball coach's
Vince Lombardl was a boys were being taught how school
depends
job
on whether or
to
and
hate
be
football
and
hated
professional
not
builds
he
coach. As a professional most important, how to win winning teams.consistently
I always
football coach he was in at all costs. The coach thought that
there was more
the business of winning; was continually berating to
sports
that s what professional the boys for every little likeinterscholastic
building character and
sports are all about. In mistake (which is admit- teaching
mat regard it does not tedly one way to make mem The sports sportsmanship.
establishment
seem surprising that he better football players) and
would have said "Winning impressing them with the in this country is facing a
serious choice it must
isn't everything, its the absolute necessity of vic- decide
if pleasure, physical
only thing." Yet somehow tory. At the end of the
development and character
many people seem to have season the boys were preforgotten that Vince was a sented with a certificate development are going to
remain in American sports,
professional football coach with some words from the or
if these too will be sacand seem to regard him ra"Winning
Vince
immortal
rificed
ther as a great philosopher, isn't everything, it's the victory. at the altar of
champion of the philosophy
of winning at all costs. only ming...there is a run-ner- up Scott Auditorium
Scott Auditorium, with a
bowl in the NFL but
These people seem to have
testing capacity ot 490, warn
lost sight of the relaxation ifs a game for losers playadded to Taylor Hall in 1936.
or enjoyment of sports and ed by loser s..."

4.

The Scots' only victory came in
the second game. Dave Lelko
and BUI Kozane carried the team
with big games of 234 and 223.
T'le Scots got their only 900 of
the day and won
7.

maintained Its fast tempo and we
drew our momentum from that

Four Woosterltes scored In
double figures. Sue Welch tallied
17 points, Brenda Meese had 15,
Kim Fischer scored 12 and Cindy

Sports, Society and Vince
by Glenn Forbes

that point. With Ed Jetter's 237
and Pat Gramley's 214 Akron almost broke 1000, narrowly missing with a team total of 986,
enough to beat Wooster by 117

871-85-

at half

10

and managing only the 10 pin on
his second shot. Rob Manning,
working on a spare, knocked down

and about

he totaled eight pins. Charlie Earl
proceeded to pick off toe 5 pin
from a
leave. FredMaqulre
added the 7 and 8 pin to the same
leave Oat Charlie had and after
his second ball there were still
2 pins left
standing. Tony
Clrleglo capped off the perfect
frame by missing a 10 pin. He
ended up with a 214 game but
It was small consolation to a

Last year over 200,000 students summered In Europe. And the travel-wts- e
Hew on charters because It costs about HALF; This year a 3 C
week ticket "to London is $512.:
weeker $57. And Its S767. tor
over six weeks from New York. That's what the airlines sajr now. Last
year there were two unforcast incrasesO
2-

-3

Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can ust about have your choice
of dates for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ), 10 week duration during the summer. And all
you hare to do to qualify is reserve your seat now by sending $100. deposit,
phis $10. registration fee. Under recently new U. S. dwrnment regulations we must submit all flight participants names and full payment
sixty days before each night. If you take the June 21 - Aucust I fliirht to
London for example, deposit reserves your seat k.id April 15 you send the
$199. balance. Just one price for all flights whether you pick s weekend
departure ($15. extra on the regular fare airlines) or peak season sur-enarge

date.

So send for our complete schedule,

or to be sure of your reservation now.
mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5 weekly depa rtures from une
through September,
lust specify the week you want to travel and for how"
long. You will receive your exact date confirmation and receipt bv return
mall. All our nights are via fully certificated, U. S. Government standard
Jet and all Hrst class service.
From London there are many student
nights to all parts of the Continent, frequent departures and manv at 2 '3
off the regular fare.
.

REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
663 Fifth Avrnur
'

Nw

York, New York 10022
SOO - 22 J -- S39

.

(TOLL FREE)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today

.
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Ford tells clergy of CIA corruption
by Stuart Brown
"Ideally American Intelligence
Is Immoral the whole business
Is Immoral."
With this unequivocal statement Harold P. Ford, former
Deputy Director of the Office of
Political Research of the Central
Intelligence Agency, exposed to
participants of the second session
of this year's Wooster Clergy
Academy of Religion his view of
the unethical policies and practices of the CIA. Ford, currently Program Director of the
Institute for the Study of Ethics
and International Affairs,
Georgetown University, spoke
reveallngly on the sources of
.American conduct (or perhaps

"misconduct," as Ford himself

which have
later suggested)
produced such Incidents as Watergate and CIA Improprieties.
Ford, after being certain to
make clear that he bears no
kinship with President Gerald
Ford, launched into an examination of those factors which
allow for Immoral political activity by the U.S. government.
First of all, he stressed that
uc yci vauiug wui;ei 11 lui national security," Is a legitimate
concern, but that It can also "be
the source for a number of sins
committed In Its name." It is
the greatly esteemed end of "national security" which is often
used to Justify highly questionable means. "It Is easy," said
Ford, "to get locked Into a cerIt Is the CIA's
tain mind-set- ."
"Cold War mentality" which can
cause It to decide and act
un-Judlclo- usly.

Ford added that the condition

attacked
on campus

Co-e- d

by Todd Fackler
Many students use the path near
the Music Practice House as a
convenient
shortcut. But, at
approximately 8 p.m. on Friday,
Jan. 10, a female student was
'attacked and reportedly held at
gunpoint, on that worn path.
An editorial In the Jan. 21
POTPOURRI, signed "Concerned
Males and Outraged Females of
the Wooster Campus" accused
the administration of covering-u- p
details of the Incident "In order
to protect the reputation of the

college,"
Carl J. Yund, Chief of Security,
commenting on that editorial,
said, "I don't understand what
people are saying
about It.
There's no secrecy about the
attack. Nobody told me to hush
up anything."
A3 tar as campus security
goes, he was asked, can It happen
again? "We're In the process of
patrolling methods
on the campus now."
Detectives from the Wooster
Police Department are Investire-evalu-

ating

gating the Incident. Sgt. Mortimer, chief of detectives, said,
"There Is no reason for alarm,
but a reason to be aware."
To assure safety, the campus
escort system Is available by
phoning extension 590.

of man

itself is a significant

Finally, Shull Indicated that
factor In American misconduct. theologians could be working to
Man's s
edness ex- - ' develop In us a concept of "companded to the corporate scale of munity" which extends beyond
a governmental agency leads to the boundaries of a particular
the Imperialistic attitude which political party or a single na- so characterizes American foreign policy. This Imperialistic
attitude ("paternalistic thinking") carries the assumption that
America knows what Is best for
, by J. Kleft
the rest of the world. This can
be used to justify Improprieties
H. L. Raber, director of Food
In our nation's International
Service, stated that no changes
In food quality have been made
because of rising costs.
Professor Juonito Brown is
Raber said that Foqd Service
not being rehired! The reaIs ..trying to manage food better
sons for her dismissal seem rather than seek Inferior brands
to be laden with inaccuracies of food to save money. He claims
not to be searching for places
and contradictions. Protect
your education at Woosterl to cut food costs. "My game Is
by learning the facts;
an not to cut costs, but to get uniform
informational
rally will be quality ,od." Presently Raber is
held Monday, Jan. 28, 4 p.m. attempting to have the food be
of the same quality and taste
in the Lowry Center Pit.
everytlme It Is prepared, regardThe "growth of presidential less of who prepares It or at which
cafeteria.
power (and deceit)," at the expense of Congress and other
parts of the government, the
growth of life's complexities'
with the consequential abdication
of responsibility by citizens, and
the "growth of moral lawlessness" were also cited by Ford
as contributing factors in American misconduct. The attitude
of "When my cause is 'just' I
can justify committing all kinds
of sins In Its nam?" leads to
the assumption that It Is OK to
take the law Into one's own
hands. Watergate witnessed to
this very attitude.
Instilled deeply In America
Is the Impulse to win ("We must
be first!") and this fosters emphasis on goals of "getting and
keeping."
In an "acquisitive
society'? with "acquisitive leaders", moral integrity Is often
sacrificed In order to achieve
College expenses can be
the desired goal of "success."
paid safely and surely with
"What do our religions call us
a low-co- st
to DO with respect to ImproWhat compulsion
priety?
is
there against unrighteousness?"
It Is all too easy, remarked
PERSONAL
ChFKING ACCOUNT
Ford, to become "acculturated;"
to become so absobed In the
OR
prevailing cultural values as to
You can take chances by
lose the ability to .resist the
making payments with
forces which produce a Watergate.
cash or expensive
Dr. Gordon Shull, political
money orders.
science
followed
professor,
Judge for yourself and
Ford's address with a statement
open your ThriftiCheck
elf-cen-

ter
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sumption. Before the salad-J- "
dessert bar was implemented U
OR CALL
students took food they later did Q
not eat. Now students take only
what they can eat, and go back Jj
D
If they are still hungry.
'
Concerning the long lines infl
Lowry on the weekends,
no fl
changes are foreseen by Raber.
Rather he sees the lines shorten- 346 E. Bowman St.
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focused on ways In which theologians could pe confronting the
Issues of political ethics. Shull
stated that, first of all, theologians could serve to remind us
of "man's tendency to exalt his
own wisdom and to Ignore his
flnlteness." We need to recognize the "capacity of pride to
distort our view of the facts."
Secondly,
theologians
can
serve "to remind us of the "tendency of man . to develop a distorted, diabolical view of the
enemy." It is easier to kUl an
adversary who we perceive i s
"all bad" than It Is to kill ore
who we perceive to possess some
good. American's Image of Communist
nations a
"perfect

devil" for Americans permits
us to commit acts of gross
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